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My Creative Bible is an exciting new concept in ways to experience the word of God in Scripture.

This King James Version Journaling Bible is single-column printed, with two-inch-wide ruled margins

for note-taking, scribing your reflections or creative expression. Nearly 400 hand-drawn, Scripture

accompanying line-art illustrations are placed throughout the Bible to enhance embracement of The

Word. There is an index of the Scripture artwork - line-art suitable for filling. Users will find this an

invaluable visual tool for immersion and Bible study. The Aqua Imitation Leather Hardcover Edition

features lovely silver titling skillfully debossed into the quality man-made cover material with the look

and feel of real leather (trade name LuxLeather). There is an attached ribbon page marker, beautiful

printed page edges and an attached elastic band closure. Printed on high-quality cream Bible paper

with a standard black text size of 8.65 point. 1410 Pages. 6 1/4 x 8 1/8 x 1 5/8 Inch1410 Pages

Imitation Leather Hardcover BoundBeautiful Printed Page-EdgesLay-Flat SpineAttached Ribbon

Page MarkerElastic Band ClosureComplete KJV Text in Single-Column SettingStandard Text Size -

8.65pt2 Inch Wide Ruled MarginsBlack Letter Text on Quality Cream Bible PaperPresentation Page

for Gift-GivingNearly 400 Full or Partial Page Hand-Drawn Scripture Illustrations That May Be Filled

Imitation Leather: 1410 pages
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Language: English
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I have yet to find another Bible that is more interactive, fun, and beautiful. This bible came in a hard

cover in beautiful tiffany blue. The outside pages make a floral pattern. Each page either has wide

margins or something to color. The artwork is easy to color and is absolutely gorgeous. This comes

with an elastic band to secure the Bible together and a silk ribbon too thay serves as a bookmark. I

wish that there were different versions of this bible. I would love to see a nrsv. I'm this style. I hope



this review has been helpful to you!

I Love my new Bible! :) It is beautiful to look at ( love the color and design on side pages) and has

wide lined margins to write notes or journal on the pages that don't have illustrations (mostly

illustrations of verses, which I prefer to just pictures).I was concerned that I might be distracted by

the pictures, but instead I am inspired by them :) The pages are thick enough to write with a gel pen

but I would not use them to color with as they would bleed through. The pages are not super thick,

just a bit thicker than a typical Bible.It would be nice to have the words of Christ in red, but being

familiar with the Bible it is not a major issue for me :) This is WELL worth the price :)

Such a pretty bible! Exceeded my expectations!

Love this bible beautiful lay out and great margins to create in.

This is an awesome bible to help memorize verses. The pages where you can color are a great

meditation on the subject you are working on! Best bible ever! Love it and recommend it!

Wow!!! I've been wanting to start creative journaling in a Bible and don't like ESV or NIV (seemed

for a while they were the only journaling Bibles out there) so I was ecstatic to find this one. I've seen

others in person and they're nowhere near as cool as this one! I can't wait to get my water colors

and add some color to the front and back inner covers (photos). Everything about this Bible rocks.

There are tons of empty spaces along the margins and there are some that have lightly printed

journaling already there. I think that's awesome because, being a beginner, I could use some ideas.

It also has an elastic strap to keep it closed up (great if you plan to add layers of any sort). I got a

set of 3 washi tapes and some Faber-Castell artist pens (all from  also). The price on this Bible is

great, too. I can't wait to buy some for friends!

I got this bible after I started experimenting anxiety. I turned to God for help and realized I needed to

and wanted to get closer to god. This is my first bible and I'm so happy I choose this one. It was a

beautiful hard color faux leather front. The color is true to the photo. I love the flowers around the

bible. My favorite part are the verses on almost all the pages. The words are just big enough. I have

no complaints at all.



This is a BEAUTIFUL piece of work, and PERFECT for gifting! I received one as a gift, then bought

one for my mom for Mother's Day. It has the PERFECT balance between space for note-taking and

beautiful embellished verses for coloring. Every book starts with a title that can be colored. There is

an index of coloring verses. It has a good-quality bookmark, as well as an elastic strap to keep it

closed. I have not found any drawbacks. Love this product!The paper is as thin as in most Bibles,

but I have had good success using these erasable gel markers

(https://smile..com/Pilot-FriXion-Pencil-Ballpoint-LFP-312FN-24C/dp/B003R7ZVF2/ref=sr_1_12?s=o

ffice-products&ie=UTF8&qid=1465571287&sr=1-12&keywords=frixion+erasable+pens). There is

little bleed-through, and they are vibrant enough to stand out in a beautiful way.
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